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1 Introduction
We describe our eﬀorts to use rule-based programming to produce a model
of a run-time program generation (RTPG) system for Java. Our group has
developed such a system, called Jumbo [12,6,10,11], which is written in Java.
However, our attempts to optimize RTPG in Jumbo have been stymied by
the overall complexity of the compiler. The model we describe here is written
in Maude [7] following the same approach as Jumbo but addressing a subset
of Java; we call the system Mumbo, for “mini-Jumbo.” The combination of
a simpliﬁed language and the rule-based approach to programming supported
by Maude has allowed us to have substantial success in optimization. We have
learned several lessons from this model that we are now applying to Jumbo.
This paper describes Mumbo and discusses the lessons we have learned from it.
The project is a good example of using the power of rule-based programming
to “bootstrap” a conventionally-programmed system.
Run-time program generation is an approach to program optimization in
which data discovered only at run time are used to produce a more eﬃcient ver-
sion of a program. There are a number of systems [8,16,19,3,4] that facilitate
the production of run-time program generators by allowing the dynamically
generated code to be speciﬁed in the source language. All these systems are
at least superﬁcially similar. They include a code-quotation syntax — we’ll
use quote brackets $< and >$ — to specify code that will be generated at run
time. This code can have unknown parts, or holes, that will be ﬁlled in at run
time using the result of some calculation that, for whatever reason, cannot be
performed statically. Holes are indicated by an anti-quoted expression within
a piece of quoted code; we will use the notation ‘(e), where e is an expression
representing the computation of the missing piece of program. Consider the
following code:
$< obj.foo(‘(param)); >$
Here we have a hole which will be ﬁlled in with a Code object named param,
as in:
Code param = $< x >$;
Code c = $< obj.foo(‘(param)); >$ ;
The ability of RTPG to achieve speed-ups over ﬁxed, statically generated
code depends upon the speed of the generated code and also the speed of the
code generation process. Indeed, if a generated piece of code is executed just
once, it is almost certainly not going to be worth the time it takes to produce
it. At some number of repetitions, the cost of code generation is ﬁnally paid oﬀ
and eﬃciency dividends begin to be paid; that number is called the crossover
point. Minimizing the cost of RTPG, and thereby minimizing the crossover
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point, is a goal of all RTPG systems.
We have produced an RTPG system for Java, called Jumbo. Jumbo is
distinguished from the systems mentioned above by the fact that it compiles
all of Java 1.4, and, more fundamentally, by its method of construction and
the consequent generality of the code it can generate at run time.
To optimize RTPG, other systems do two things: They limit the degree
of variability that can occur in generated code, and they write a run-time
compiler specialized to emit machine instructions quickly in this constrained
environment. Most of them, for example, require that any variables appearing
in quoted code must be declared in that same piece of quoted code; variable
capture, in which a variable is used in one quoted fragment which is then
used to ﬁll a hole in another quoted fragment which contains the variable’s
declaration, is not allowed. (This requirement is also necessary to permit
static type-checking of generated code.) Knowing the type of a variable, even
if the precise way in which the variable will be used is not known, allows the
run-time compiler to emit code quickly.
We have taken a diﬀerent tack in Jumbo. We believe, based on numerous
examples, that such restrictions make run-time program generators less useful
and harder to write than they can be. Our approach is based on the obser-
vation that, if a compiler is written in compositional form — meaning the
compilation of any code piece is a function only of the compilation of its sub-
components — then we can use the back end of the static compiler — which
does not deal with “holes” in code at all — as the RTPG mechanism. (Here,
“compilation” means something diﬀerent from “machine code;” it means some
value from which machine code can easily be produced — details later in the
paper.) This achieves a very high level of generality, as almost any syntactic
fragment — including, for example, declarations — can be abstracted out of a
fragment. On the other hand, it leaves little room for optimization. After all,
the back end of the compiler is presumably already as eﬃcient as its program-
mers could make it. But, in fact, this approach permits a diﬀerent avenue of
optimization: partial evaluation of the back end of the compiler. Consider a
program fragment like this:
$< System.out.println(x+1); >$
We cannot generate code for this because we do not know the type of x; in
Java, it could even be a string, with + representing concatenation. But we can
partially generate code: we know there will be a call to println, and that
the operator is either addition or concatenation, rather than multiplication or
anything else. Roughly speaking, we could generate code like this:
if (x of type String)
emit code to concatenate "1" to x
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else if (x a number) {
t = minimum type above the type of x and int;
emit code to coerce x to t, if necessary
emit code to coerce 1 to t, if necessary
emit appropriate type of add instruction
}
emit call to println
Keep in mind that the static compiler we are starting from is not written to
handle RTPG. It has no special mechanism for deferring the look-up of types
to run-time, as we have done here. Rather, our job is to take the compiler as
given and partially evaluate it to obtain this code.
In summary, Jumbo works by writing a compiler that is in compositional
style but is conventional in the sense that it knows nothing about RTPG.
The idea is to optimize a back end using whatever information the quoted
code fragments give us. Fragments that are “more static” in that they, for
example, make no use of variable capture, will naturally be more eﬃcient.
But more dynamic uses will still be accommodated. The programmer pays
for the amount of dynamic-ness he needs. But this all depends on the ability
to partially evaluate the compiler’s back end. That is the topic of this paper.
We have tried for some time to partially evaluate Jumbo in this way. We
have experienced partial success (building on a system written by Lars Clausen
as part of his PhD thesis [6]). We have written a number of optimizations that
can transform the code generators produced initially by the compiler. But we
have yet to produce code like that described above, in which the run-time
code generator has been reduced to its essentials, and we have yet to produce
really signiﬁcant speed-ups. That is partly because Java is complicated (many
“obvious” transformations are not valid), and partly because the compiler is
not written in a way that makes it amenable to transformation. For this rea-
son, we undertook to write a model of Jumbo in Maude, using a simpliﬁed
language. With Mumbo, we have been able to achieve the code we expected.
This paper describes Mumbo, lists the optimizations we have implemented,
shows how they lead to signiﬁcant optimization of RTPG, discusses the limita-
tions of the optimization rules, and concludes with the lessons we have learned
from Mumbo, which we are applying to Jumbo.
Complete details on Mumbo can be found in [2], and the source code is
available online at http://pinatubo.cs.uiuc.edu/∼aktemur/mumbo.
2 Maude
We implemented Mumbo in Maude [7]. Maude is a powerful tool supporting
rewriting logic. In Maude one can deﬁne equations or rules. Rules are used
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to describe concurrent transitions in a system. In Mumbo, we do not have
concurrency. Hence, we only use equations, which may also be conditional.
Maude supports modular development, and it can execute the given equa-
tions 4 . It also includes veriﬁcation and proof tools, but we do not use these
tools in Mumbo.
3 Jumbo
Jumbo [6,12,11,10] is a staged compilation system for Java, allowing run-time
program generation. It provides a high degree of programmer control, source
level speciﬁcation and binary-level operation. With Jumbo, it is possible to
produce code without invoking a compiler at run-time. Since many computers
have a Java run-time but no compiler, this is an important practical feature.
As discussed earlier, the Jumbo programmer speciﬁes code to be generated
at run-time by placing it within quotation brackets: $< and >$. From the
programmer’s point of view, these brackets behave very much like ordinary
string quotes, but the values represented are of type Code, not String, and
ordinary string operations cannot be applied. Accordingly, the enclosed piece
of program is not arbitrary, but it can be almost any parsable fragment.
A quoted Java fragment can have holes inside — spots that will be ﬁlled
with Code values not known at code-writing time. The syntax for holes is
backquote (‘) followed by a syntax category, followed by a Java expression of
type Code in parentheses. Consider
public Code infiniteLoopGen(Code body){
return $< while(true){
‘Stmt(body)
} >$;
}
This method can be called as:
infiniteLoopGen($< if(i == 3) break; i++; >$);
This call would give us Code equivalent to:
while(true){
if(i == 3)
break;
i++;
}
This code can now be used in a context where i is deﬁned.
For expressions of primitive type, there is a second type of anti-quotation,
4 For this purpose, equations have to be executable. For details on executability require-
ments, see [7].
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one which evaluates the expression at program-generation time and then in-
serts the value into the generated code as a constant. For example, ‘Int(x)
means that x is an int variable and its current value is to be inserted into
the enclosing Code.
Code is the main class in the Jumbo implementation. A Code value repre-
sents the partially compiled version of a program fragment and is represented
as a method. Its argument is the information about the usage context of that
fragment that is needed to fully compile the fragment down to virtual machine
code; its result is the virtual machine code thus calculated. Because it is a
method, this program fragment is represented as virtual machine code, rather
than as source or as a syntax tree. This property of Jumbo favors both security
and eﬃciency. Since methods are not ﬁrst-class-citizens, we represent a Code
value as a function object, which provides eval as the “function application”
method.
More information on Jumbo is available in [6,10,11,12]. We will say no
more about Jumbo until the end of the paper, when we will discuss the impact
of the Mumbo project on the Jumbo compiler. Jumbo can be obtained at
http://loome.cs.uiuc.edu/Jumbo/index.php.
4 Mumbo
Mumbo is a typed, object-oriented language supporting run-time program
generation. It can be considered as a simpliﬁed version of Jumbo. It consists
of ﬁve main parts: Syntax, Preprocessing, Semantics, Compiler, and Opti-
mization (i.e. Analyzers and Transformers). Each part is deﬁned in Maude,
except the compiler, which is implemented in Mumbo.
We execute Mumbo programs after compiling them to a virtual machine
code, called LowLevel. This makes Mumbo model Jumbo more truly because
Jumbo also is compiled to virtual machine code — the JVM bytecode. Fur-
thermore, at run-time, Mumbo produces LowLevel code, similar to Jumbo
producing JVM bytecode.
LowLevel is a 3-address code language we deﬁned in about 400 lines of
Maude. Its syntax and semantics are inspired by LLVM (Low Level Vir-
tual Machine) [13]. It provides register operations such as addition, equality
testing, (un)conditional branching, etc. In LowLevel, it is possible to deﬁne
and invoke functions. The programmer can deﬁne vtables, and structs. This
makes LowLevel appropriate to be the virtual machine code of an object-
oriented language like Mumbo. We do not give details on LowLevel as it is
not the focus of this paper.
Mumbo programs are compiled to LowLevel by the Mumbo compiler. The
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compiler is implemented in Mumbo. In Maude, the semantics of Mumbo be-
comes executable and we use this executable semantics to execute the Mumbo
compiler. This is possible because from the standpoint of semantics, the com-
piler is an ordinary Mumbo program. This way, the Mumbo compiler is able
to compile itself. We explain the compiler in more detail in Section 4.4.
In the following sections we explain the syntax, preprocessing stage, se-
mantics, compiler and the optimization rules of Mumbo.
4.1 Syntax
Mumbo is an expression oriented language; there is no distinction between
statements and expressions. Mumbo uses $< and >$ brackets, as in Jumbo, to
deﬁne program fragments. Caret (^(...)) is the anti-quotation character 5
for expressions. In addition to that, ^I(...), ^B(...) and ^S(...) can be
used to lift integers, booleans and strings, respectively. ^F(...) and ^M(...)
are used for anti-quoting a ﬁeld and a method, respectively (the F and M
characters being needed to allow parsing of the enclosing program fragment).
Below are some important parts of the syntax.
• Strings are deﬁned by placing built-in strings of Maude or quoted identiﬁers
(Qids) between square brackets, such as ["abc"] or [’xyz].
• Qids are used as names. self is a special name, and it refers to the current
object. NIL is the null pointer.
• # is the string concatenation operator. There are four arithmetic operations:
++, --, **, -:- for addition, subtraction, multiplication and division, re-
spectively. We do not use the usual operators like + and - because they are
deﬁned as commutative in Maude. This does not hold in Mumbo because
of possible side eﬀects.
• A ﬁeld of an object can be accessed with ->, such as ’obj -> ’f.
• Methods have the following syntax:
op ___[_]_:_ : MMethodFlag MName MParamList MVarDecls
MName MExp -> MMethod .
op ____:_ : MMethodFlag MName MParamList MName MExp -> MMethod .
The method ﬂag can be either method or final method. Then comes the
name of the method, followed by the parameter list. A parameter list is in
the form: (’a1 : ’t1, ..., ’an : ’tn) where n ≥ 0, ’an is the name
of the nth parameter and t
n
is its type. The local variables used in the
body of the method are declared as part of the method header. If there are
5 We could not use the backquote (‘) character as in Jumbo because it conﬂicts with a
built-in operator in Maude.
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no local variables, the user is free to omit the declaration, or simply enter
[noVars]. A variable declaration list is in the form: [’a1 : ’t1, ...,
’a
n
: ’t
n
]. Lastly comes the return type of the method, followed by a
colon, followed by the method body.
• Classes have the syntax:
op __extends__ : MClassFlag MName MName MMethods -> MClass .
op __extends___ : MClassFlag MName MName MFields MMethods -> MClass .
The class ﬂag can be either class or final class. Then comes the name
of the class, followed by the keyword extends, followed by the name of the
superclass. After the class header come the ﬁeld list and the methods. The
user can simply omit ﬁelds if the class has none.
• A method of an object is called by sending it a message:
op send___ : MExp MName MExpList -> MExp .
In this syntax, the ﬁrst argument is the target, which is expected to evaluate
to an object, and the second argument is the name of the message (method)
followed by the list of arguments.
• A program is an executable unit consisting of zero or more classes and a
main method. main is similar to a method, but it does not have a parameter
list or a return type.
op _main‘[_]_ : MClasses MVarDecls MExp -> MProgram .
We believe that the remaining syntactic issues will be clear from the ex-
amples throughout this paper.
4.2 Preprocessing
In Mumbo, as in many real systems, code quotation is not in the language’s
abstract syntax, but is preprocessed away. The preprocessing stage in Mumbo
has two mutually recursive functions: preprocess and code. preprocess is
an identity function for all syntactic units except code quotation. It just calls
itself recursively on subcomponents of those syntactic units. When it comes
across a quotation, it calls code. Below are some of the equations deﬁned for
preprocess.
eq preprocess(X) = X . --- X is a name
eq preprocess(if BE then E else E’) =
if preprocess(BE) then preprocess(E) else preprocess(E’) .
eq preprocess($< E >$) = code(E) .
code converts a fragment to a Code object representing the fragment. When
an anti-quotation is seen, code reduces to preprocess. Below are some of the
equations deﬁned.
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eq code(X) = new ’getNameCode([X]) . --- X is a name
eq code(if Be then E else E’) =
new ’ifThenElseCode(code(Be), code(E), code(E’)) .
eq code(^(E)) = preprocess(E) .
So, every program fragment given in brackets is converted to an expression
— an instantiation of a ’Code 6 object representing the program fragment
enclosed. For instance
• set ’a = $< 2 >$ becomes set ’a = new ’integerConstantCode(2)
• $< send self ’foo() >$ becomes
new ’invocationCode(new ’getSelfCode(), [’foo],
new ’LinkedList(NIL, NIL))
• $< ^(’c)>$ becomes ’c
4.3 Semantics
The semantics of the language is deﬁned via Maude equations. Mumbo ap-
plies dynamic dispatching when calling a method of an object. When an
object is created with the new command, its ’initialize method is called
automatically. ’initialize is a special method in Mumbo, and its explicit
invocation is not allowed (like constructors in Java). Subclasses can override
methods of their superclass. The interpretation of the final ﬂag for classes,
methods and ﬁelds follows that of Java: final classes cannot be subclassed,
final methods cannot be overridden and final ﬁelds’ values can be set only
in the ’initialize method. Every variable must have a declaration, either
as a ﬁeld, a parameter or a local variable. Parameters and local variables can
shadow ﬁelds. Parameters and local variables of a method must have distinct
names.
In Mumbo there is no distinction between statements and expressions.
Blocks evaluate to what their last expression evaluates to. Variable assign-
ments and loops evaluate to 0. A method returns what its body evaluates to.
The new command returns a reference to the object it instantiated.
Mumbo does not have static ﬁelds/methods. This causes problems when
generation of unique numbers is required, which happens in the Mumbo com-
piler. On the other hand, we would like to keep the language simple. Thus,
we chose to add special keywords to the language, instead of static ﬁelds.
When evaluated, GENSYM returns a new virtual-machine name in the form
(% ’sX) 7 , where X is a unique number. Similarly, GENLABEL returns a new
6 In Mumbo Qids are used as names. So ’Code in Mumbo is the same as Code in Jumbo
7 In the target low-level code, quoted identiﬁers are used as labels, and quoted identiﬁers
preﬁxed with a percent sign are used as names.
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virtual-machine label in the form (’lX), where X is a unique number. These
two special expressions are handled as part of the semantics.
As noted above, the preprocessing stage removes all the quotations. Hence,
quotation and anti-quotation are not part of the kernel, and we do not deﬁne
semantics of those.
We mainly follow the style provided in [18,14], to deﬁne the semantics. We
deﬁne an eval operation for each expression type. At the top level we have
op eval : MProgram MState -> MValue .
which evaluates a Mumbo program starting with an initial State. The State
includes all the necessary information, including an Environment, which maps
names to locations, and the Store, which maps locations to values. As its
result, eval returns the value of the program.
We do not give the full source code of semantics because of space limita-
tions.
4.4 Compiler
In this section we explain the Mumbo compiler. The compiler is implemented
in Mumbo and produces LowLevel code. The result of executing the LowLevel
code after compiling a program with the compiler is the same as executing
the program with the equational semantics.
In Section 3 we stated that every object of type ’Code has an ’eval
method. In Mumbo the ’eval method takes a parameter of type ’Env. ’Env
contains all the necessary information for that fragment of code to produce
corresponding low-level code. This includes (1) the list of local variables and
parameters of the enclosing method, (2) the list of ﬁelds of the enclosing class,
(3) the name of that class, (4) the name of that class’s superclass, and (5)
the list of all classes in the current program. The ’eval method returns a
’ClosedCode object. It is a tuple containing two elements: ’lowlevelCode,
which is the virtual machine code produced, and ’lowlevelName, which is the
name of the register that keeps the result ’lowlevelCode evaluates 8 . Below
is the ’Code class representing an integer constant:
final class ’integerConstantCode extends ’Code
final field ’value : ’int
method ’initialize(’v : ’int) ’int : set ’value = ’v
method ’eval(’env : ’Env)
[’sym : ’string, ’lowlevel : ’string] ’ClosedCode :
{
set ’sym = GENSYM ;
8 Recall that LowLevel is a 3-address code language. So, the names are explicit. We would
not need ’lowlevelName if it were stack code, like the JVM bytecode.
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set ’lowlevel = ’sym # [" = add(0,"] # ’value # [")"] # [" ; "] ;
new ’ClosedCode(’lowlevel, ’sym)
}
The compiler consists of a ’Code class for each syntactic element, plus ’Closed-
Code, ’Env and ’LinkedList, and several auxiliary classes. The compiler is
completely implemented in Mumbo. Like Jumbo, it is compositional. As we
mentioned in Section 4, we take advantage of the executable semantics to ex-
ecute the compiler — which is just a Mumbo program from the point of view
of semantics.
The compiler is a set of classes and the zero-ary function MCompiler rep-
resents this set (op MCompiler : -> MClasses .). The most important
property of the compiler is that it is side-eﬀect-free. In other words, it is im-
plemented in functional style. We achieve this by deﬁning every ﬁeld as ﬁnal.
When there is need to change the state of an object, it returns a new object
with the new state. For instance an ’Env object returns a new ’Env when a
new ﬁeld is added to the ﬁeld-list.
--- ’varList, ’fieldList, ’currClass, ’superClass, ’classInfos
--- are data members of Env
method ’addField(’name : ’string) ’Env :
new ’Env(’varList, send ’fieldList ’add(’name),
’currClass, ’superClass, ’classInfos)
The ’Code class deﬁnes the ’generate method. When we have a ’Code
object representing a full program or class, we can call ’generate to get the
corresponding LowLevel code. Generation starts with an empty environment.
final method ’generate() [’env : ’Env] ’string :
{ set ’env = new ’Env(new ’LinkedList(NIL, NIL), ---var. list
new ’LinkedList(NIL, NIL), ---field list
[""], ---enclosing class name
[""], ---superclass name
new ’LinkedList(NIL, NIL)) ; ---list of classes
send (send self ’eval(’env)) ’getCode()
}
Below is a simple example showing how to generate a class.
class ’Gen extends ’object
method ’getCode() ’Code :
$< class ’Temp extends ’object
method ’getId() ’int :
123
>$
main [noVars]
send (send (new ’Gen()) ’getCode()) ’generate()
For static time compilation, one can use the compile operation. compile
is used to obtain the corresponding LowLevel code for a given program. It is
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deﬁned as follows.
op compile : MProgram -> MValue .
eq compile(P) = eval(MCompiler
main [noVars]
send (preprocess($< P >$)) ’generate(), initialState) .
In other words, this operation is used to pass Mumbo programs to the Mumbo
compiler. An illustration is given in Figure 1.
method m ...
class C
field f:int
method m ...
class C
field f:int
new defineClass("c", ...
  new defineField("f", "int"),
  new defineMethod("m", ...))
preprocess
Compiler Classes
send
brackets
enclose in
generate()
eval
LowLevel
compose with compiler classes
$<
>$
Fig. 1. Compiling a Mumbo class.
4.5 Analyzers and Transformers
For ordinary programs, source-level optimization performed by the compiler is
rarely very eﬀective. However, in Mumbo, it is the primary means of optimiz-
ing run-time code generators. These are made up of the code of the compiler
(the ’Code class and so on), but are inaccessible to the user. In short, this is
a context in which source-level optimization can be eﬀective.
In this section we explain the source-level optimizers of Mumbo. By means
of equational logic and matching, Maude makes it easy to traverse the syn-
tax tree of a program. There are two basic kinds of traversal: analyzers
and transformers. Analyzers traverse the syntax tree and collect information;
transformers modify the tree 9 . To deﬁne these traversals easily, we ﬁrst deﬁne
a module called VISIT, which deﬁnes an operation called visit:
op visit : MRewRule MExp MRewData -> MExpListDataPair .
9 In [20], transformers are classiﬁed as pure transformers and transformers which also collect
information. We do not make their distinction.
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The ﬁrst argument to this operation is the name of the operation we wish
to apply on the syntax tree node (e.g: constantPropagation). The second
argument is the node to traverse. The last argument is data. This argument
is used when we would like to pass information from nodes to nodes. visit
returns a pair of an expression and data. The returned expression can be used
to replace the existing expression; the returned data can be used for various
purposes. The visit operation is generic enough to be used to transform the
tree, to analyze it, or to transform and analyze at the same time. It is similar
to the traversal functions of [20] and the Visitor pattern of [9].
The default behavior of traversal is deﬁned in the IDENTITY module. For
each syntactic component we deﬁne visit to apply recursively on the sub-
trees of the node. By default it traverses the tree in a top-down, left-to-right
order without changing anything in the tree (hence the name IDENTITY). To
illustrate, let’s look at how it is deﬁned for addition:
var R : MRewRule . vars E E’ E1 E2 : MExp .
vars D D1 D2 : MRewData .
ceq visit(R, E ++ E’, D) = {E1 ++ E2, D2}
if {E1, D1} := visit(R, E, D)
/\ {E2, D2} := visit(R, E’, D1) [otherwise] .
First the left operand is visited by passing it the incoming data. Then the
right operand is traversed, but this time we pass it the information we obtained
from the left operand. This data may be diﬀerent from the original. After
the right operand is also visited, the ﬁnal data obtained from this traversal
is returned together with the new operands, which may be diﬀerent from the
original operands as a result of transformation. The default behavior of visit
is deﬁned in the same manner for other syntactic units.
Note that the default traversal behavior has the [otherwise] attribute.
This is a key point in the way that when we would like to have a traversing
function doing some particular work on the tree, we just need to deﬁne its
behavior for the nodes we are interested in. For the other nodes, default
behavior will be applied. Below is an example:
eq visit(replace, E, replaceData(E, E’)) =
{E’, replaceData(E, E’)} .
This operation is deﬁned in module REPLACE and it replaces an expression
with another expression. The expression to be replaced is the ﬁrst element of
replaceData. Its second argument is the expression that will replace the old
one. We only need to deﬁne the above equation (and the constant replace,
and replaceData) to make this transformer work. When we are traversing
the expression E, which we would like to replace, Maude applies this equation
and returns E’ as its replacement. For other expressions, the identity function
is applied. This traversal strategy is achieved with the use of the [otherwise]
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attribute.
The optimizers require information about the program to be able to trans-
form the program. For instance, use-def analysis is required to propagate
constants. Hence, we would like to be able to store information on nodes. For
this purpose we deﬁne a new syntax tree node:
op info : MExp MInfoData -> MExp .
info is a closure, which contains an expression and related data, and replaces
the expression. Various elements can be stored as part of the encapsulated
data, including use-def, gen-kill and type information. So, an analyzer, when
traversing the tree, simply leaves some information on the visited node, and
continues its traversal. For instance, the tag analyzer assigns unique numbers
to the loops in the program. We then use these tags to distinguish loops when
unrolling. We deﬁne the following equation in the TAG module:
var InfD : MInfoData . var N : Nat .
vars E BE E’ BE’ : MExp . vars D1 D2 : MRewData .
ceq visit(tag, info(do E while BE, InfD), tagData(N)) =
{info(do E’ while BE’, InfD tag(N)), D2}
if {E’, D1} := visit(tag, E, tagData(N + 1))
/\ {BE’, D2} := visit(tag, BE, D1) .
This equation matches a loop, takes the current number from the incoming
data, increments the number and recursively traverses the body and the con-
dition, and ﬁnally leaves the tag as part of the encapsulated information.
We deﬁne various traversers related to program analysis:
• FreeVars: Finds free variables in a method body.
• Info: Encapsulates expressions in info packages. Required to keep informa-
tion on nodes.
• Tag: Assigns unique numbers to names, loops and method calls. The tags
are used for identiﬁcation when unrolling loops, inlining methods and in
use-def analysis.
• Untag: Removes tags.
• Type: Propagates type information over expressions. Narrows types when
possible.
• IsLocal: Determines if the variable is local, or a ﬁeld.
• IsFinal: Determines if the accessed ﬁeld is ﬁnal.
• CollectDefs: Collects all the deﬁnitions found in a tree.
• GetDefs: Finds the deﬁnition of a particular variable.
• MayHaveAUse: Determines if a variable may have a use in the program.
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• Escapes: Determines if a particular variable escapes from the current method.
• GenKill: Computes gen-kill sets of expressions. See [1] for a detailed expla-
nation of gen-kill sets, why they are useful, and how to compute them.
• UD: Computes use-def chains. Can do may or must analysis.
• Reset: Removes the analysis results collected so far, and recomputes them
by running Tag,Type, IsLocal, IsFinal, GenKill and UD passes, in this given
order.
Similar to analyzers, we deﬁne transformers. There are mainly two kinds
of transformers: those requiring analysis results and the rest. The list of
transformers requiring analysis is below.
• Replace: Replaces a particular expression with a given expression.
• Inline: Inlines a particular method call, if possible.
• Unroll: Unrolls a particular loop.
• CopyAssignment: If possible, propagates a variable assigned to another vari-
able.
• ConstantPropagation: Propagates constants.
• NilCheck: Replaces E equals NIL with False if it is guaranteed that E is
not NIL.
• UselessDef: Removes useless deﬁnitions.
• UselessDecl: Removes useless variable declarations from the method header.
• FieldValue: If possible, extracts the values of ﬁnal ﬁelds from objects.
• UselessNew: Removes creation of an unused object, if its constructor is
side-eﬀect-free. Recall that the compiler is implemented in a side-eﬀect-free
style. Thus, UselessNew can help a lot in optimization.
• Cleanup: Applies Reset, ConstantPropagation, CopyAssignment, NilCheck,
FieldValue, UselessDef, UselessNew and UselessDecl in a ﬁxed-point iteration,
in this given order. None of these is code-expanding. Therefore cleanup is
guaranteed to terminate.
• Auto: Automatically inline methods and unroll loops in a ﬁxed-point itera-
tion.
• SpecializeClass: Uses Auto and Cleanup to create an optimized version of a
’Code class, which is specialized to a speciﬁc quoted-code. SpecializeClass
is the top-level operation. It, directly or indirectly, uses other operations to
produce the optimized classes.
Other transformers do not need analysis results (i.e. they do not need
out-of-context information). Removing redundant blocks and reducing if-
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statements are examples of such. Because of the matching capability of Maude,
it is trivial to deﬁne them. We do not give the full set here, but provide some
of them below:
eq { Elb ; { Elb2 } } = { Elb ; Elb2 } .
eq if True then E else E’ = E .
eq if BE then E else E = { BE ; E } .
eq E and True = E .
eq E ** 1 = E .
In the transformers, Auto may seem dangerous. It automatically inlines
methods and unrolls loops until the code does not change anymore. To prevent
falling into inﬁnite loops, we use some heuristics. For instance, we do not unroll
loops if they are already unrolled and not reduced. When a loop is unrolled,
it becomes nested inside an if-statement:
do E while BE
becomes
{ E ; if BE then do E while BE else 0 }.
So, if a loop is directly inside an if-statement, we conclude that it was unrolled
and we do not unroll it. The heuristic we have for inlining is as follows: If
the method is recursive, we inline it only if the target and the arguments are
deﬁnable. An expression is said to be deﬁnable if all the variables it contains
are deﬁnable. A variable is deﬁnable if its deﬁnition exists within the method
we are inside, and if the right-hand-side of this deﬁnition is also deﬁnable. For
example, we say that a variable is non-deﬁnable, if it is a parameter and it is
not assigned a value inside the method it is passed to.
In Section 5 we will see that, with the given set of optimization rules, it is
possible to reduce code generators to the form described in Section 1.
5 Optimization
The analyses and transformations we provided in Section 4.5 are well-known,
well-documented [1,15], and exist in many compilers. We argue that the given
set is adequate for substantial optimization of program generators at source
level. We show several examples. Recall our goal: to obtain code that looks
like the hand-written program generator in Section 1.
Our ﬁrst example is a program fragment deﬁning a method with no free
variables.
$< method ’square(’x : ’int) ’int :
’x ** ’x
>$
The preprocessing stage converts it to the following expression:
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new ’defineMethodCode(False, --- method is non-final
[’square] , --- name of the method
send new ’LinkedList(NIL,NIL) ’add( --- param list
new ’defineVarCode([’x], [’int])), --- param named ’x
new ’LinkedList(NIL,NIL), --- no declared variables
[’int], --- return type
--- body of the method below: mult. of two vars named ’x and ’x
new ’binOpCode(["mul"],
new ’getNameCode([’x]),
new ’getNameCode([’x])))
This constructor call creates an object of the ’defineMethodCode class (a
subclass of ’Code). When the represented quoted-code is to be converted to
low-level code, the ’eval method of the ’defineMethodCode object is called.
Thus, it is this method that we need to optimize. Here is the deﬁnition of
’eval in ’defineMethodCode:
--- ’paramList, ’varList, ’body and ’name are class fields
method ’eval(’env : ’Env)
[’lowlevel : ’string, ’klasName : ’string, ’param : ’List,
’bodyVal : ’ClosedCode, ’paramName : ’string] ’ClosedCode :
{
--- prepare environment for this method
set ’env = send (send (send ’env ’resetForNewMethod())
’addList(’paramList)) ’addList(’varList) ;
set ’klasName = ’env -> ’currClass ;
set ’lowlevel = ’klasName # [" - "] # ’name # [" (% ’self"] ;
--- iterate over paramList to form parameter list in LowLevel
set ’param = ’paramList ;
while (send ’param ’hasNext()) {
set ’paramName = send (cast send ’param ’value() to ’Code)
’getName() ;
set ’lowlevel = ’lowlevel # [", % "] # ’paramName ;
set ’param = send ’param ’next()
} ;
--- start the body of the function with ’entry basic block
set ’lowlevel = ’lowlevel # [" ) { ’entry : "] ;
--- evaluate the body
set ’bodyVal = send ’body ’eval(’env) ;
--- concatenate everything and return
set ’lowlevel = ’lowlevel # (send ’bodyVal ’getCode())
# [" br ’end ; "] # ["’end : return "]
# (send ’bodyVal ’getName()) # [" ; } "] ;
new ’ClosedCode(’lowlevel, [" $NONAME-FOR-METHOD$ "])
}
We cannot optimize this method in itself. But it will occur within a newly
created class (produced by the SpecializeClass module) in which some ﬁnal
ﬁelds have been given values — in particular, ’body is the expression that
was given as the last argument to the constructor (new ’binOpCode(["mul"],
...)). In the context of this specialized class, the ’eval code can be substan-
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tially optimized.
To be speciﬁc, SpecializeClass creates a class called ’defineMethodCode-
-2786 identical to ’defineMethodCode except for the assignment to some
ﬁelds such as ’body. The call to the ’defineMethodCode constructor above
is replaced by
new ’defineMethodCode-2786()
The ’eval method of ’defineMethodCode-2786() is optimized, produc-
ing this greatly improved version:
method ’eval(’env : ’Env)
[’lowlevel : ’string, ’tempCode : ’string,
’enclosingClassName : ’string, ’sym : ’string] ’ClosedCode :
{
set ’enclosingClassName = ’env -> ’currClass ;
set ’lowlevel = ’enclosingClassName # [" - ’square (% ’self"] ;
set ’lowlevel = ’lowlevel # [", % ’x"] ;
set ’lowlevel = ’lowlevel # [" ) { ’entry : "] ;
set ’sym = GENSYM ;
set ’tempCode = ’sym # [" = mul(% ’x, % ’x) ; "] ;
set ’lowlevel = ’lowlevel # ’tempCode
# [" br ’end ; ’end : return "] # ’sym # [" ; } "] ;
new ’ClosedCode(’lowlevel, [" $NONAME-FOR-METHOD$ "] )
}
This is the code that will be invoked when this object is to be compiled to
low level code. This is what we were aiming to get in Section 1. Note that it
is not ready to emit code yet: We still need to know the name of the enclosing
class to give the function’s name, which will be provided by the environment
argument when the ’eval method is called, and we cannot do anything about
GENSYM’s. But it is as good as we can get. Measured in number of rewrites,
this code is approximately four times the speed of the unoptimized version.
If we had a hole in the code, we would have to leave the call to its ’eval
method as it is. Our next example is a quoted expression with a hole:
$< ^(’hole) ** 10 >$
We omit the deﬁnition of the ’eval method of the multiplication operator.
The optimized ’eval method is
method ’eval(’env : ’Env)
[’tempCode : ’string,’lowlevel : ’string, ’lval : ’ClosedCode,
’tempSym : ’string,’sym : ’string] ’ClosedCode :
{
set ’sym = GENSYM ;
set ’lval = send ’left ’eval(’env) ;
set ’tempSym = GENSYM ;
set ’tempCode = ’tempSym # [" = add(0,10) ; "] ; --- constant 10
set ’lowlevel = (’lval -> ’lowlevelcode) # ’tempCode
# ’sym # [" = mul("] # (’lval_6 -> ’name)
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# [", "] # ’tempSym # [") ; "] ;
new ’ClosedCode(’lowlevel,’sym)
}
In this method, ’left is a ﬁeld keeping the value of the left operand of the
multiplication operator, i.e. the hole.
We noted earlier that it is diﬃcult to obtain signiﬁcant performance im-
provements by source-level optimization of ordinary code, for the simple reason
that the programmer has already optimized the code to her satisfaction. So
why have we been able to optimize this source code so eﬀectively? The code we
are optimizing — most particularly, the body of the method — was machine
generated. At the semantic level at which the programmer was operating —
writing pieces of quoted code — it is impossible to optimize the code. What
we have accomplished with these optimizations is to allow the programmer
to operate at that level rather than at the level represented by the optimized
code — the level of machine instructions.
5.1 Limitation of Optimizations
In the previous examples we successfully obtained the code we were expect-
ing. Now we work on an example for which the existing optimizations fail to
produce the ideal code. Consider the following code:
$< ’x ** ’x >$
The optimized compilation code for this expression is the following (in pseudo
code):
if(’x is local)
’left = emit code to get local variable ’x
’right = emit code to get local variable ’x
’result = emit code to multiply ’left and ’right
else if(’x is a field)
’left = emit code to access the field ’x
’right = emit code to access the field ’x
’result = emit code to multiply ’left and ’right
else
error
However, the code we can produce with the existing set of optimizations looks
like this:
if(’x is local)
’left = emit code to get local variable ’x
else if(’x is a field)
’left = emit code to access the field ’x
else
error
if(’x is local)
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’right = emit code to get local variable ’x
else if(’x is a field)
’right = emit code to access the field ’x
else
error
’result = emit code to multiply ’left and ’right
In this code, we have twice the conditions we had in the ideal code. This
shows that, with the current set of optimizations, for instance, we cannot use
the information that if ’x is a local variable on the left side, then it is a local
variable on the right side, too. With an equation like the following, we would
be able to achieve the ideal code.
[[if be then e1 else e2 ; eb ; if be then e3 else e4]]
⇒ [[if be then {e1 ; eb ; e3} else {e2 ; eb ; e4}]]
if sideEffectFree(be)∧
sideEffectFree(e)∧
sideEffectFree(e1)∧
sideEffectFree(e2)
This may seem easy at the ﬁrst sight, but the expressions we need to prove
side-eﬀect-free may include a method invocation on an object which is passed
from the client. This necessitates an expensive analysis of the program. This
transformation also causes code explosion, especially if the duplicated code eb
is large. We do not anticipate that the speed-up we would achieve with this
kind of a transformation would be worth implementing it. Therefore we do
not include it in our set of optimizations.
5.2 Timing results
We give some more example of optimization, but rather than show the opti-
mized code, we provide benchmarks to illustrate the speedups we obtain.
For benchmarking, we compile both non-optimized and optimized versions
of a program. All examples have multiple pieces of quoted code; for the op-
timized versions, we have optimized all these pieces separately, while for the
unoptimized version, we have optimized none of them. This gives us two
LowLevel codes accomplishing the same task. Maude automatically reports
the number of rewrites applied in evaluating the code. We report this number
as the performance of the program. (It is questionable whether this inter-
pretation of performance would reﬂect real performance. We provide these
benchmarks to give an intuition of how much speedup we might get. So, these
numbers should not be taken as representing the real performance.)
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5.2.1 Example One: A Class with Two Holes
As the ﬁrst example, we create a class which has holes in place of a ﬁeld
and the body of a method. The codes for ﬁeld and body come from separate
methods.
final class ’ClassGen extends ’object
method ’incompleteClass(’body : ’Code, ’field : ’Code) ’Code :
$< class ’Gen extends ’object
^F(’field)
method ’bar() ’int :
^(’body)
>$
method ’field() ’Code :
$< field ’x : ’int >$
method ’methodBody() ’Code :
$< { set ’x = 3 ; ’x ** 2 } >$
method ’test() ’string :
send (send self ’incompleteClass(
send self ’methodBody(),
send self ’field())) ’generate()
main [noVars]
send (new ’ClassGen()) ’test()
The non-optimized version of this program runs in 26219 rewrites. When
optimized, the performance is 12256 rewrites. So in this case, run-time gen-
eration cost was reduced by 53%.
5.2.2 Example Two: Loop Unroll
As the second example, we give three diﬀerent, but similar, implementations
of loop unrolling (adapted from [10]).
final class ’LoopUnroll extends ’object
--- unrolled code is put into this context
method ’clientContext (’body : ’Code) ’Code :
$< class ’Generated extends ’object
field ’x : ’int
method ’unrolled() ’int :
^(’body)
>$
--- Unroll 1 ---
method ’test1(’n : ’int) ’string :
send (send self ’clientContext(
send self ’unroll1(’n, $< 99 >$))) ’generate()
--- repeat the given code ’c for ’n times.
method ’unroll1(’n : ’int, ’c : ’Code) ’Code :
if(’n equals 0) then
$< 0 >$
else
$< { ^(’c) ; ^(send self ’unroll1(’n -- 1, ’c)) } >$
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--- Unroll 2 ---
method ’test2(’n : ’int) ’string :
send (send self ’clientContext(
send self ’unroll2(’n, $< 99 >$, $< ’x >$))) ’generate()
--- this time keep track of an iteration variable
method ’unroll2(’n : ’int, ’c : ’Code, ’itervar : ’Code) ’Code :
if (’n equals 0) then
$< set ^(’itervar) = 0 >$
else
$< { ^(send self ’unroll2(’n -- 1, ’c, ’itervar)) ;
set ^(’itervar) = ^(’itervar) ++ 1 ;
^(’c) }
>$
--- Unroll 3 ---
method ’test3(’n : ’int) ’string :
send (send self ’clientContext(
send self ’unroll3(’n, new ’CodeFun()))) ’generate()
--- the code to be repeated is obtained from a function
method ’unroll3 (’n : ’int, ’F : ’CodeFun) ’Code :
if (’n equals 0) then
$< 0 >$
else
$< { ^(send self ’unroll3(’n -- 1, ’F)) ;
^(send ’F ’iteration(’n)) } >$
class ’CodeFun extends ’object
method ’iteration(’n : ’int) ’Code :
$< ^I(’n) >$
main [noVars]
send (new ’LoopUnroll()) ’test1(1)
We invoked all three ’test methods, with various numbers of iterations
to unroll. Table 1 shows that run-time generation cost was reduced by up to
60%.
6 Related Work
In Mumbo, we have used the info closure to store data-ﬂow information on
the nodes. We also deﬁned the default traversal behavior for each syntactic
unit, so that whenever we want to write a new traverser, we only need to give
the behavior for the nodes we are interested in. This approach is similar to
the Visitor pattern in object-oriented programming [9].
In [20], traversal functions are discussed. In this approach, built-in traver-
sal strategies can be used for operations, so that the implementation of the
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Test n Original Optimized Speedup(%)
1 1 17577 9286 47
1 10 52722 23164 56
1 100 404172 161944 60
1 200 794672 316144 60
2 1 30897 15871 49
2 10 139572 65002 54
2 100 1226322 556312 55
2 200 2433822 1102212 55
3 1 17743 9611 46
3 10 54958 26540 52
3 100 427108 195830 54
3 200 840608 383930 54
Table 1
Results of loop-unrolling test.
default behavior is machine generated, instead of being done by the program-
mer. In strategic programming, these traversal behaviors can be expressed by
strategies [21].
In [17,5], scoped dynamic rules are discussed. This approach allows adding
and removing rules dynamically. This way, optimizations, such as constant
propagation and copy assignment, can be implemented more concisely. In
some cases, the need for analysis results disappears because the control ﬂow
information can be expressed by dynamic rules. Furthermore a multiple-pass
task can be done in a single pass. Although, from the programmer point of
view, scoped dynamic rules are more complicated to control than usual rules,
and transformations may be more diﬃcult to design, they potentially decrease
the load of the programmer signiﬁcantly. We are curious about how our trans-
formations in Mumbo would be expressed using scoped dynamic rules.
7 Conclusion
As we have noted, we were far more successful in optimizing Mumbo than we
have thus far been in optimizing Jumbo. To see if we can draw any lessons
from the former that can be applied to the latter, we need to consider what
works in Mumbo, and why.
The ﬁrst lesson from Mumbo is that its operations (the subclasses of ’Code)
are side eﬀect-free, i.e. all ﬁelds are ﬁnal. This has a deep impact on opti-
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mizability. Its central advantage is that we can use the value that has been
assigned to a ﬁeld. When side eﬀects are present, the conditions under which
this can be done — that is, under which we can guarantee that the ﬁeld has
not been modiﬁed since its assignment — are so constrained that it is often
impossible. We have begun to look at restructuring Jumbo to make as many
ﬁelds ﬁnal as possible. (It is sometimes argued that the functional program-
ming style can be as eﬃcient as imperative programming, but it is rarely
argued that it can be more eﬃcient; this may be a case where it is.)
Another lesson of Mumbo is related to the use of named classes. Jumbo
makes heavy use of anonymous classes when deﬁning subclasses of the Code
class. It seems a good programming practice but anonymous classes may
cause a variety of diﬃculties in program analysis and optimization. Mumbo’s
SpecializeClass transformation shows how named classes can be used in place
of anonymous classes while eroding those diﬃculties.
We believe that Mumbo is an eﬀective application of rule-based program-
ming. Deﬁning Mumbo in Maude brought convenience especially in imple-
mentation of the optimizations.
To summarize, we have presented a language with an RTPG facility, called
Mumbo, a compiler for that language, and a set of optimizations for RTPG.
The language is meant as a simpliﬁed model of Jumbo, a compiler for Java.
Mumbo can be very helpful as a “testbed” to quickly experiment with new
ideas that would otherwise take signiﬁcant time if implemented in Jumbo.
Using Maude, we have been able to quickly prototype Jumbo and experiment
with source-level optimizations. This has produced valuable insights that we
are now rolling back into Jumbo.
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